Introduction
What is Low/No Code? Why is it gaining so much of popularity? What are the different markets and
verticals where it is an emerging technology? – All of these and several other questions have been
answered in this research on Low Code No Code. We have explored this new paradigm of Application
development and its potential to disrupt the industry. Through our detailed study, we have tried to
identify the markets and the verticals which are proactively taking up this new technology. This report
has also summarized some of the current leaders and strong contenders in the field of Low/No Code. In
the end we will identify the problems in the current services and the ways to overcome these in a new
startup.

What is Low Code – No Code (LCNC)?
Low Code No Code is a new paradigm in application development
which enables citizen developers to use visual platforms to build
application. The process of building application has been simplified
to the task of connecting number of application components
together and defining how each component should behave. After
establishment of all such relations, the applications can be easily
deployed and scaled. In this paradigm of programming, drag and
drop of application tools replaces the orthodox method of coding

in programming languages.
The aim of this technology or rather shift in the way applications are built, is to enable citizen
developers to develop highly scalable, dependable and manageable applications. It allows enterprises to
develop application without delving into the complex engineering concepts required in the building of
that application. Enterprises achieve their target of rapidity and
agility using these platforms.
What is the difference between Low Code and No Code? Are they
the same thing?
At first glance it is easy to get confuse between Low Code and No
Code platforms. Both of these platforms look similar. In one way,
No Code falls under the umbrella of Low Code Platform services.
But there are some very important differences between the two.
Low Code Application Development Platforms: These
development platforms allow rapid delivery of business
application with minimum of hand coding and a minimal
investment in setup, testing and deployment. Low code application platforms are integrated application
environment which reduces the workload of traditional programmers by extending a bunch of tools and
functionalities. These tools speed up the whole development process and bestow programmers with
extra powers. Programmers using these platforms perform better debugging, robust designing and
faster delivery of applications. Prior exposure to orthodox application development is necessary to build
apps using Low Code platforms.
No Code Application Development Platforms: As the name imply, these platforms have nothing to do
with coding. No prior experience in coding or application development is required. The whole process of
application development is nothing but drag and drops of the components. AI based assistance on
designing the application is one of the key features of these applications. These platforms are loaded
with pre-designed templates and tools, which the vendor feels necessary. The simplicity of development
process offered by these platforms is traded for the flexibility and customizability of the applications
being developed. Therefore it is really difficult to address solution around digital modernization using
these applications, which require a lot of customization.
But no matter how many differences are there between No Code and Low Code applications platforms,
both of these are built keeping the same thing in mind – agility & rapidity of application development.
They empower the organization using them and help organizations convert ideas and solutions to real
world application without going through the long process of application development.

Market Forecast for Low Code No Code Tools
A report from Gartner states the following two forecasts for Low Code Application platforms by 2024.

“By 2024, three-quarter of large enterprises will be using at least four low-code development tools for
both
IT
application
development
and
citizen
development
initiatives.”
“By 2024, low-code application development will be responsible for more than 65% of application
development activity.”

Such forecasts, made by leading research and advisory company Gartner, reflect the seriousness and the
usefulness of these platforms. Software development industry is forecasted to have revenue of $600
Billion by 2024 and having 60% share in blooming industry shows the high potential of Low Code No
Code applications platforms.
A report from Forrester estimates the market size by 2022. Forrester expects the market for Low Code
application market to increase to $21.2 Billion by 2022, up from $3.8 Billion in 2017, a CAGR of 41%.
Some of the highest growth years of these platforms are expected to be 2019 to 2021, where growth is
expected to be over 50%.
Such big statements from Forrester and Gartner signify that we are about to experience a huge growth
in the use of Low Code No Code Application platforms.

Factors Fuelling the Growth of Low Code No Code Application Platforms
This tremendous growth in the Low Code No Code market share is attributed to many of the factors.
Here we have articulated number of factors along with their intensity and impact on fuelling the growth
of Low Code No Code market.

(1) Rapidity: The core idea of Low Code No Code development
platforms is to allow rapid development of applications.
Businesses can use these platforms to build applications
straight from their ideas without having to go through the
cumbersome process of application development via third
party or IT sector. The reduction in testing, debugging and
development time drastically decreases the production time.
The development cycle for an application can be brought
down from years to months, if these platforms are employed
well.
(2) Cost Reduction: The usage of Low Code No Code development platforms help organizations and
businesses to cut down on the cost involved in application development. The need for IT
professional to develop application can be eliminated as the same work can be performed by a
salesperson or a person from the administration team. Also the extra cost involved in setting up
the devices locally is removed. Total human hours required and the needs for less resource are
other factors which positively impact the adoption of Low Code No Code platforms.
(3) Speedy And Agile Digital Transformation: Acceleration of digital transformation and speedy
delivery of application are also some of the main reasons for the fast growth of application
development platforms. The demand for rapid digital transformation has thrived under the
downturn of the economies under Coivd-19 restrictions. In such case, the need for Low Code No
Code application developers is expected to thrive as these platforms help in agile digital
transformation.
(4) Improved Privacy: The organizations and businesses can improve the privacy in building
applications using LCNC application development platforms. Many of the organizations work
with huge and rather sensitive data of their customers. Generally these organizations are
dependent on third party for the building of their applications. In such case, they are required to
provide those third parties, the access to data and other private information. This can result in
information breach and can be a potential threat to the reputation of the firm. Using LCNC
platforms the process of application development can be localized in the firm itself and thus the
involvement of the third party can be totally eliminated. This helps the organization to maintain
the privacy of the company and the customers.
(5) Shortage in Number of Application developers: One of the public reports reveals that by 2022,
half of a million jobs in software development industry would go vacant. This huge gap in the
number of developer jobs and number of developers available is because of the ever growing
demand for application developer, but limited number of developers coming out every year.
This has forced business administrators and other non-IT persons to try their hands at
application development. This naturally has an impact on catalyzing the growth of Low Code No
Code application development platform.
(6) Easy Maintenance of Applications: Not one of the main reason for adopting low code no code,
this has been the icing on the cake. With little or no code involved in building these applications,
the need for maintenance and upgrade of these applications has been totally eliminated or
minimized.

Along with these factors, the COVID-19 era has enforced businesses to look alternatives for rapid
application development platforms. In such scenario, Low Code No Code platforms are one of the most
natural choices for businesses. Thus the forecast made for these platforms are highly likely to be
achieved.

Market Analysis – Regional Analysis
Markets round the globe are expected to grow at very fast rates when it comes to the market for Low
Code No Code application development tools. In the year 2020, base year for study, North America

holds the largest market share and is home to many of the leaders in Low Code No Code market. In
terms of growth rate, Asia-Pacific region is expected to gro w at a much faster rate than any other
market in the world in next decade. Other prominent markets include European market and the MiddleEast market. The region wise predicted growth rates are as follows – North America: 23.40% CAGR,
Asia-Pacific: 27.10% CAGR, Europe: 24% CAGR and for the rest of the World it is expected to grow at
10% CAGR. In this report we explore three most influential and prominent markets in the upcoming
decade 2020-2030.

North American Low Code No Code Market Analysis
North American Market enjoys the advantage of early adoption. Some of the most prominent players
are from the North American region. This region holds the largest market share of 32%, as of 2018, and
is undoubtedly the most important market as of 2020 as well.

The three most important markets in this region are that of Mexico, Canada and United States of
America. Though currently the largest share by revenue goes to United States of America, Canada is
expected to register the highest growth rate in the next decade (2020-2030). This growth has been
attributed to strong economic conditions in these countries and a digital inclination. Therefore these
nations are sure to play a major role in the growth of No Code Low Code market all around the world.

Factors which made this region one of the leaders are early adoption of new technologies, large IT
spending, high disposable income, large number of smartphone users and technically inclined
population.

Some of the firms working in this region are Outsystems, Salesforce and AirTable.
A large number of companies are coming up from this region with a lot of potential. This market is
undoubtedly one of the best markets to invest for Low Code No Code.

Asia-Pacific Low Code No Code Market Analysis
The fastest growing region in the world is
expected to have a cumulative annual growth
rate of 27%. Some of the nations which have
good markets for Low Code No Code platforms
are China, Japan, India, South Korea and
Australia. With a very young population and
growing technical inclination this region has the
potential to become the largest market for Low
Code No Code market by the end of this decade
in 2030.
There are several of the reasons for this
tremendous growth in the Asia-Pacific region.
Some of these are – Large Population with
growing disposable income, growing technical
dependency and high demands for application
developers, large number of Technical hubs in these regions, huge smartphone user base and large
number of Businesses and startups.
Some of the players in these regions are Zoho, Quickbase and Appian.

With improving economic condition in the region and also being the preferred region for software
development, it is highly likely to expect a large numbers of vendors coming up from this region in
coming years. This provides strong indications to invest in startups coming up in these regions.

European Low Code No Code Market Analysis
One of the fastest growing markets in the world, European market is expected to grow at a cumulative
annual growth rate of 24% in the decade 2020-2030. Germany, France, United Kingdom and Italy are
some of the most prominent markets that exist in this region. Among several other factors, the major
factor fuelling the growth of low code no code market in this part of the world is the immense shortage
of developers and also the high wages and perks required to hire professional application developers.
The region has technically inclined population and has been experiencing rapid growth in demand for
application developers. Good economy and automation in the businesses are also increasing the
adoption rate in Europe.
Some of the key players serving this region are Pegasystems, Zoho, Quickbase, Salesforce, Microsoft,
Appian and Oracle.

Market Analysis – Vertical Wise Analysis
Low Code No Code application platforms have turned out to be the lifeline for sustainable businesses in
many of the industries. With its qualities of agility and rapidity in delivering business applications, Low
Code No Code platforms are experiencing a swift adoption in several industries. Here in this report we
have identified thee verticals which are most active in the adoption of low code no code platforms. They
are Banking and Finance Sector, Healthcare sector and the Retail & E-Commerce Sector.

Banking, Financial Service and Insurance Vertical
Banking, Finance Service and Insurance sector is fastest adopter of
the Low Code No Code platform services. Out of all the applications
developed in 2020 using Low Code No Code Application Tools, over
30% were used in the production of application in this sector. Such a
high rate of adoption has been attributed to the customer centric
nature of these industries. They have to adapt and change their
services frequently according to the needs of the customers.
The qualities of Low Code No Code Application Platforms which are
attractive to these industries are Enhanced Flexibility, Rapid
Prototyping and reduced dependency on IT professionals. These
properties allow BFSI industry to make customized and personalized
applications at much cheaper rate and less time duration. All these factors encourage the use of Low
Code No Code Application development tools in BFSI industries.

However there are still some hurdles which are hindering the true growth rate of these industries. Some
of these, as identified in the research, are poor security and integration issues in the application so
developed. Applications built using these platforms do not match/integrate well with applications build
by professional IT developers. Also does the security level is not up to the mark as demanded by the
industry. A new platform capable of eliminating these shortcomings can have an edge over other
platforms and might have better adoption and has higher chances of being successful.

Healthcare Vertical
There has been a growing demand for mobile and web applications in almost every vertical in the
market. Healthcare has not been an exception. Since the
accessibility to smart phones has increased, so does the
demand for healthcare applications. The applications
developed under the aegis of HealthCare vertical are used
for providing remote medical services and consultancy,
automated and AI-assisted checkups for patients, setting
up of appointments and many more. The growth in the
demand for these applications requires a large number of
application developers. Also the platforms developed so
are not inclined towards the healthcare sector as they are
developed by IT professionals which have little or no
knowledge of healthcare systems.
Low Code No Code Application development tools help medical practitioners to build application on
their own. This reduces the need for application developers, of which there is a shortage. Medical
practitioners can create application in line with their needs and can reduce the dependency on IT
professionals.
The healthcare industry handles a huge amount of sensitive data. All of this data can be easily handles,
manipulated and queries using Low Code No Code Database management systems. All this make data
handling very easy and prevent the loss of data via a third party.
With increasing digitization in healthcare sector, we can expect that the requirements for these
platforms would increase.

Retail & E-Commerce Sector
Similar to the Banking, Financial Service and Insurance Sector Retail and E-Commerce is another vertical
which is highly customer centric. Therefore to stay in the market it is crucial to adapt to the volatile
requirements of the customers. Experiencing rapid digitization, Retail & E-Commerce Sector is one of
those verticals where building applications according to the customer need is highly necessary.
Therefore to serve these requirements, Low Code No Code application development platform are one of
the best suited solutions.

Low Code No Code helps organizations create new line of businesses and achieve improvement on the
critical process without wasting much time or money. Low Code No
Code Application Development tools allow rapid prototyping of
business ideas. Using these platforms, retailer can test various
propositions about the market without spending much time or money.
This can give retailer an edge over other competitors.

Retail and E-Commerce Industry is another vertical where the Low Code
No Code development tools are expected to register the healthy
growth rate. With some of the roadblocks such as privacy issues and scalability issues adoption has not
been up to the mark.

Analysis of Market Leaders and Contenders
Though there are plenty of players in the market, here we have analyzed only two of them to
understand the services currently offered in the market.

OutSystems
OutSystems is one of the leaders in the market. It
marked 66% increase in annual recurring revenue
for 2018 pushing its revenue to $100 Million.
OutSystems had 60000 customers as of 2018 and
has been rapidly adding new customers as years
pass by. Companies such as Toyota, Logitech,
Deloitte, Ricoh, Schneider Electric, and GM Financial
use OutSystems Low Code platform to rapidly
develop custom applications. Following are some of
the strengths and weakness our research identified.
Strengths: Following are the strengths identified in the Low Code No Code Application tools offered by
OutSystems –
1. OutSystems Low Code platforms are very user friendly. The platform scored above average in
the Gartner report which measured developer productivity and Low Code Application platforms
capabilities.
2. OutSystems provide integration support with AWS and Azure deployment. It also supports
Microsoft shops because of the use of underlying .NET.
3. OutSystems platform provide Artificial Intelligence based assistance for developers. Presence of
such a support has been a strong plus point for the growth of this platform.

Weaknesses: Following are the weaknesses identified in the Low Code No Code Application tools
offered by Out Systems –
1. OutSystems lacks cloud support. In the Gartner survey it scored below average on the scale for
cloud functionality.
2. Customer surveys reveal that the platforms need improvement in the area of quality, reliability
and availability.
3. The platform is not built in all aspects, especially in regards to modeling complex business logics.

Zoho Creator
Zoho has become one of the largest SaaS provider
with over $500 Million in revenue as ofJune 2019.
Zoho is a challenger. It provides Low Code Application
platforms for the development of applications by
citizens and professional developers. Following are
the strengths and weakness identified in our studies.
Strengths: Following are the strengths identified in
the Low Code Application platform offered by Zoho
called Zoho Creator.
1. Zoho Creator was rated above average in terms of user experience and low code platform
capabilities in Gartner’s survey. The platform remarkably performed well in ease of deployment.
2. Zoho Creator has inbuilt AI-based assistant called Zia. The assistant extend low code support for
the developers.
Weaknesses: Following are the weaknesses
1. Lack in customer support is the biggest hurdle in Zoho Creator. A 24/7 support is only included
in premium subscription.
2. Customers found the platform to have scope of improvement in quality, reliability and
availability.

What makes for a successful startup?

Some of the qualities of an upcoming startup which can make it one of the leaders in the Low Code No
Code market are Security, User friendliness and AI-based assistance. These attributes are missing from
most of the vendors currently (2020) working in the field of Low Code No Code Market.
Security has always been the main concern of these platforms and no single firm has been able to solve
this problem completely. The main aim is to have the best security possible for the application
developed using these platforms. Security requirements are hard to fulfill. This is because serving
security in a visual manner is not as easy as serving various components of an application.
User Friendliness is the epitome of LCNC platforms. Many applications have failed to make a mark
despite having powerful set of features. The main reason for the failure is the lack of User Friendliness.
Therefore for an upcoming startup in this domain being highly user friendly can be a huge plus point.
AI Based assistance is one of the features which all prominent leaders in the market have on their
platforms. This feature allows users to confidently create their applications and be certain about the
design choices they are making. They are indeed useful in the case the new service is targeting citizen
developers who have no coding experience.

Concluding Remark
Low Code No Code platforms has immense potential to change the way software development industry
work. With increasing demand for digital transformation, the use of these platforms will soar up.
Businesses which are not able to cope up with this shift in programming paradigm would face the issue
of slow response and error prone application development.

Low Code No Code platforms still have a lot of shortcomings and they are being rectified with each
passing day. The organizations can initially use these platforms to serve prototyping related task. With
advancing technology, organizations can have an increasing share of these platforms in application
development process. All this would help organizations to adapt well to this changing paradigm and
ultimately wining in the long run.

